
Adam Trimble
Building, deploying, and iterating scalable apps is my passion. Supporting teams with a 
culture of care and group guidance is always my goal. As a creative technologist I believe in 
a holistic view of development, that technology can empower strategy, and that it’s the 
collaboration and communication between people that dictate successful projects.

Amp Agency - Director of Front-End Technology
Amp is a high paced digital agency where I helped build and improve our front-end 
practice. I doubled our discipline from 4 to 8 full time engineers and successfully 
introduced GraphQL to our process. We’ve built innovative progressive web apps for high 
fashion clients that launched on time and quantitatively improved our client’s revenue.

Intel - Sr. Front End Developer
The scope of what is possible with Intel's global network of people and infrastructure is 
astounding. My group, Intel's Agency Inside, crafted complex global campaigns for the 
2018 Winter Olympics, SuperBowl LI, and many major business groups (10B+) on our 
way to AdAge's In-House Agency of the Year and multiple Cannes Lions. In my role I pitch 
new ways to utilize technology in our work and lead teams in executing sites, apps, 
installations, and other campaign deliverables.

PresenceLearning - Front-End Architect
My work at this venture backed startup in the heart of San Francisco helps students with 
speech and disability issues across the country receive online therapy. As the fourth 
employee on the product team I led the effort to revitalize and recode our online telehealth 
platform. Previously a flash app, this HTML5 responsive and touch optimized experience 
utilizes video conferencing via WebRTC, realtime whiteboarding / therapeutic activities, 
and a user experience focused on advancing student outcomes.

Razorfish - Presentation Layer Architect
Razorfish is stocked to the gills with smart people that I had the pleasure of working with. 
In my time at this agency I led international teams in creating, developing, deploying and 
maintaining projects for Delta, AT&T, T-Mobile and Intel. These projects ranged in scope 
and implementation from e-commerce web applications to iOS and facebook apps. 

Koncept Design Studio - Web Developer
During my time at Koncept I oversaw client engagement and interactive development as 
projects moved from new business to delivery. I evangelized and ideated the successful 
switch from flash development to HTML. Along with new processes, I helped the business 
target mobile as a critical emerging market.
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